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Total beneficiaries:  50 students + 15 teachers = 65 

Chemical Society of our department organized a inaugural function and Industry- Academia 

Interaction  on 4th April 2023 in the S B hall of the college. 

Chairperson: Dr S S Bobdey, President, VSP Mandal, Kahmgaon 

Chief speaker/ Inaugurator: Mr Bipinji Gandhi, Audentes Labs and Analytics Pvt Ltd ,  

Navi Mumbai  

Guest of honor: Mr Zamir Shaikh, Shri Shivaji College, Akola 

August presence:  Principal D S Talwankar and Vice Principal Dr P V Ubale 

The event began with the  floral welcome of the dignitaries. It was then followed by the welcome 

address by the Principal D S Talwanakar during which he appreciated the efforts taken by the 

department to establish connect with the industry.  

Introductory speech was delivered by Dr H S Chandak, Head of the department, during which he 

narrated the activities and achievements of the department in the recent past.  He also introduced the 

chief guest and guest of honor. He stated that Mr Bipinji Gandhi is an accomplished and highly 

respected individual in the field of chemistry and has made significant contributions as a successful 

entrepreneur through Lab chem enterprise since 1981 and Yash packaging, a soap packaging unit since 

2000. He recently started a  Food and Cosmetic testing unit Vashi New Mumbai Audentes Lab and 

Analytics Pvt Ltd, Navi Mumbai. He also introduced Mr Zamir Shaikh who is affectionate teacher of 

chemistry having 500+ video lecture on YouTube. 

Core part of the event was Industry-Academia Interaction. Mr Bipinji Gandhi shared his journey as 

entrepreneur. He invited the students to visit his industry as industrial visit to his industry at Navi 

Mumbai. He also offered an opportunity to the students to work as Summer-intern and Trainee in his 

industry.  During his talk he also motivated the students to undertake research to solve the problems of 

the industry. He also narrated his story of how his keen interest in chemistry help to solve cxasting and 



packaging problems for Pears soap prepared by Hindustan Unilever Ltd.  His session was highly 

appreciated by the students. 

It was then followed by the felicitation of the students who participated and achieved prizes in the 

university level Seminar and quiz competitions.   

Ms Minakshi Raut, President of Chemical Society shared her vision for the Society. Chairman’s 

address was delivered by Dr S S Bobdey. He emphasized on taking necessary steps to be taken by the 

college  for strengthening industry-academia interaction. 

All the dignitaries visited the department of Chemistry. Mr Bipinji Gandhi suggested to display SoPs 

for instruments in laboratory. He also appreciated the practices run by the department for enhancing the 

learning experience of the students. 

The program was compered by Ms Monika Nimabalkar and Ms Aishwarya Dhopte. The vote of thanks 

was proposed by Ms Devyani Raut. 

After the refreshment break, Mr Zamir Shaikh delivered a guest lecture on Mossbauer Spectroscopy to 

MSc II students. 

Some of  the glimpse of the event are: 

 

Photo 1: Bipinji Gandhi during Industry-academia interaction 



 

 

Photo 2: Brochure of the event and welcome of the dignitaries 

  



 

 

 

Dr H S Chandak  


